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SUMMARY 

After reviewing EUROCAE WG67 ED137A, Interoperability Standards for 
ATM VoIP Components Part 2: Telephone, dated September, 2010, the FAA 
has identified areas of the document that require minor editorial corrections or 
should be clarified, and one part of the document that should be enhanced to 
accommodate FAA operational requirements  

ACTION 

The Working Group is invited to accept the proposed changes to EUROCAE 
ED137A Part 2: Telephone as requested by the FAA. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 FAA review of ED137A Part 2: Telephone identified four editorial corrections and three 
minor clarifications that will improve the quality of the document.  These minor requested changes will 
not be discussed in this Working Paper but can be found in the Attachment. 

1.2 Additionally, a more the significant change is required to support a distinct FAA 
operational requirement, the Override Call. 
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2. DISCUSSION 

2.1 The FAA has an operational requirement to support the Override (OVR) Calls, which 
are very similar to Instantaneous Access (IA) Calls as defined by ED-137A Part 2, but with three 
significant differences: 

• Override Calls are two-way calls.  The OVR Call is a type of call with automatic call 
establishment that enables two-ways audio transmission between the calling party and called party, 
without the called party having to perform any acceptance action at the called-party’s terminal. 
 
• Override Calls include a loop closure detection method to prevent positive audio feedback. 

 
• An active G/G Call can hear the audio from any incoming OVR Call.  

2.2 In other aspects, OVR Calls are very similar to IA Calls. 

2.3 In order to minimize the impact of these required changes to ED-137 Part 2, the FAA 
suggests that the three required new features could be implemented by the definition of three new 
parameters, that will be optional and have default values corresponding to the current IA feature set 
defined for European implementations, but that will be mandatory for implementations satisfying FAA 
requirements. 

2.4 The proposed three optional additions are: 

2.4.1 An optional SDP parameter in the SIP Invite message to determine if the Instantaneous 
Access Call establishes a 2-way or a 1-way connection.  The default connection type will be a 1-way 
connection, causing no impact to the establishment of a European IA Call.  This parameter set for a 2-way 
connection must be used in the US in order to establish an OVR call. 

2.4.2 The definition of an Instantaneous Access Call Supplementary Service and an optional 
SDP parameter in the SIP 200 OK message to inform the calling party during the call establishment phase 
about the active Instantaneous Access Calls of the called party (the entire chain).    This Supplementary 
Service and the optional SDP parameter will be mandatory in US in order to provide loop closure 
detection and it will have no impact on a European implementation. 

2.4.3 An optional SDP parameter to determine if the incoming audio of an Instantaneous 
Access Call is routed to any active G/G Call in progress at the overridden CWP. 

3. ACTION BY THE MEETING 

3.1 The Requested Changes to EUROCAE ED137A Part 2: Telephone submission 
attached to this Working Paper describes enhancements to the Instantaneous Access (IA) Call protocol as 
currently defined by ED137A Part 2 required to support the FAA Override Call functionality. 

3.2 The ACP WG-I to consider and adopt the proposed Requested Changes to EUROCAE 
ED137A Part 2: Telephone for inclusion in the next publication of ICAO DOC 9896. 
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FAA Requested Changes to 

EUROCAE ED-137A Part 2: Telephone 
Dated September 2010 

 
 
 
 
 
1. General 
 
As a result of the detailed review of EUROCAE ED-137A Part 2 recently completed, the FAA identified 
a number of issues that should be modified in the current revisions of the document. 
 
Only one change is required to accommodate FAA Operational Requirements that are not supported 
by the current version of ED-137A Part 2 and may have impact on the Specification.  
 
Other requested changes do not affect the intent of the document, and are only intended to fix minor 
discrepancies, improve clarity and minimize possible misinterpretation of the requirements as reflected in 
the document.   
 
The requested changes have been classified in three categories; Editorial Corrections, Clarifications and 
Required Changes. 
 
 
2. Editorial Corrections 
 
2.1 Section 4.7.3.2, Migration to conference.  To be consistent with the illustration, the Title for 

Figure 13 should be changed to “Figure 13 – Message flow, focus hosted by UA A” 
 
2.2 Section 4.8, Intrusion.  Remove the reference to ED-136 at the beginning of the third paragraph. 
 
2.3 Section 4.8.2, Execution of Priority Call Intrusion, Note 12.  Remove the reference to ED-136 

at the end of this Note. 
 
2.4 Section 4.8.2, Figure 23.  The text under SIP_End2 (Wanted User) box should be changed to 

read: 
SIP_End2 Call Intrusion 
Protection-ON 
SIP_End2 does not act as focus for conference 
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3. Clarifications 
 
3.1 Section 3.4.7, Subject.  Clarify that the fourth element in Table 7 refers to monitoring of the 

combination of A/G and G/G calls, by replacing “Position Monitoring (combined)” with 
“Position Monitoring (Combined A/G and G/G)”.  

 
3.2 Section 4.4, Call Hold.  Modify second paragraph to read:  
 

Call Hold SHALL be handled as indicated in section 2.1 (“Call Hold”) and section 2.2 
(“Consultation Hold”) of RFC 5359 Session Initiation Protocol Service Examples [29] 

 
3.3 Section 4.5, Call Transfer.  Modify second paragraph to read: 
 

Call Transfer SHALL be handled as indicated in section 2.4 (“Transfer – Unattended”) and 
section 2.5 (“Transfer - Attended”) of RFC 5359 Session Initiation Protocol Service Examples 
[29], where it is stated that the call can only be transferred within the existing dialog.  

 
 
4. Required Changes 
 
The FAA requires modifications to the specifications of the Instantaneous Access (IA) Call. 
 
The FAA has an operational requirement to support Override (OVR) Calls, which are very similar to IA 
Calls as defined by ED-137A Part 2, but with three significant differences. 
 
The three key differences between IA Calls and OVR Calls are: 
 

• Override Calls are two-way calls.  The OVR Call is a type of call with automatic call 
establishment that enables two-ways audio transmission between the calling party and called 
party, without the called party having to perform any acceptance action at the called-party’s 
terminal. 

• Override Calls include a loop closure detection method to prevent positive audio 
feedback. 

• An active G/G Call can hear the audio from any incoming Override Call.  
 
In other aspects, OVR Calls are very similar to IA Calls:  
 

• The automatic call establishment is independent of the actual status of the called 
party. 

• Chaining of OVR Calls is possible and the behavior is the same as for IA Calls  
• Simultaneous OVR Calls to a single CWP are connected to form one composite 

conference call.  
• The maximum number of Simultaneous OVR Calls that can be connected to a single 

CWP is not defined in ED-137 Part 2. 
• OVR Calls can be initiated by Direct Access or Indirect Access. 
• A CWP is able to make one OVR call at a time. 
• An OVR Call SHALL NOT be interrupted 
• Call transfer and Call hold SHALL NOT be invoked 
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While a CWP can receive multiple OVR calls simultaneously from other CWPs, each CWP is able to 
make one OVR call at a time.  
 
A CWP receiving one or multiple OVR calls becomes the focus of the conference, summing the audio 
from all CWPs and sending it to CWPs within the conference. It is always the receiving CWP that has the 
role of summing audio and not the CWP making the OVR call.      
 
In order to minimize the impact of these required changes to ED-137 Part 2, the FAA suggests that the 
three required new features could be implemented by the definition of three new parameters, that will 
be optional and have default values corresponding to the current IA feature set defined for European 
implementations, but that will be mandatory for implementations satisfying FAA requirements. 
 
The proposed three optional additions are: 
 

• An optional SDP parameter in the SIP Invite message to determine if the Instantaneous 
Access Call establishes a 2-way or a 1-way connection.  The default connection type will be a 
1-way connection, causing no impact to the establishment of a European IA Call.  This 
parameter set for a 2-way connection must be used in the US in order to establish an OVR 
call. 

• The definition of an Instantaneous Access Call Supplementary Service and an optional 
SDP parameter in the SIP 200 OK message to inform the calling party during the call 
establishment phase about the active Instantaneous Access Calls of the called party (the entire 
chain).    This Supplementary Service and the optional SDP parameter will be mandatory in 
US in order to provide loop closure detection and it will have no impact on a European 
implementation. 

• An optional SDP parameter to determine if the incoming audio of an Instantaneous Access 
Call is routed to any active G/G Call in progress at the overridden CWP. 

 
As an example of an audio loop, and assuming G/G monitoring enabled, we can consider the following 
scenario: 
 
If A makes OVR call to B, and B has already established an OVR call to C, then A hears the audio from 
B and C, B hears the audio from A and C, C hears the audio from A and B. 
 
If now C attempts to establish an OVR call to A there will be an audio loop (A->B->C->A).  C’s audio is 
forwarded to B (also to A, but this is not relevant), B forwards the audio to A (G/G monitoring enabled), 
and A forwards the audio to C (G/G monitoring enabled) closing the loop. 
 
Using the optional SDP parameter in the SIP 200 OK message, when C tries to establish an OVR Call to 
A then A can detect the loop and inform C about the call chain (A->B->C->A) to prevent the audio loop 
from occurring.  
 


